Hearing Aids
As independent hearing consultants we
are able to offer you the choice of the best
brands available. Our extensive portfolio
includes devices that connect to Bluetooth,
have sophisticated directional capability and
link to accessories such as TV streamers. We
offer rechargeable options, with some aids
only needing to be charged for seconds, yet
last for hours.
Thanks to miniaturisation of electronics, the
use of different materials such as titanium,

and a continuing focus on personal style
and design, slimline hear-wear and invisible
models are readily available, in a wide range
of colours to match your lifestyle and image.
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For us, it’s personal

Totally Invisible (Lyric)

In The Canal (ITC)

The Phonak Lyric is the world’s first and only 100%
invisible aid. Placed entirely inside the ear canal, it
requires no daily changing/insertion, no batteries,
no filters and is sweat-proof, shower-proof,
remaining in place 24 hours a day, 7 days a week,
for months at a time.

ITC devices sit in the ear canal entrance. Slightly
larger than CIC’s they have a longer battery life
and host additional features such as directional
microphones. They fit mild, moderate and up to
severe hearing losses.

In The Ear (ITE)
ITE’s feature a full shell fitting that sits flush within
the outer ear bowl. With a greater capacity, they
have additional controls and features such as
directional microphones and loop systems. A larger
receiver gives enough power for severe to profound
hearing losses.

Completely in the Canal (CIC)
CIC are small custom made hearing aids, fitting
deeply and entirely within the ear canal. They fit
mild to moderately severe hearing losses and offer
high cosmetic appeal as they are nearly invisible
when worn.

Invisible in Canal (IIC)

Receiver In The Ear (RITE)

IIC devices are smaller than the CICs, fit deeper in
the ear, completely out of view past the second
bend of the ear canal, providing an invisible fit,
suitable for mild to moderate hearing losses.

RITE’s hide behind the ear, with fine, transparent
wires discreetly allowing natural airflow around the
tip while routing the sound through the tip. RITEs
are ideal for first time users and high frequency
losses but can be used for severe and profound
losses, with custom made ear moulds.

Behind The Ear (BTE)
BTE’s fit behind the ear, and have transparent tubing
which is usually connected to custom built, clear
ear moulds. They are recommended for severe to
profound hearing losses.

We’re here to help,
to us it’s personal.
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Contact us to find out more 0345 2220579
mail@helpinhearing.co.uk
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